
Notes from the ISAC Science Forum 
 

Held on Wednesday August 31st 2005 ( taken by JMP) 
 
Last two weeks’ experiments: 
 
1023: Fusion of Halo nuclei: 9Li, 11Li + 70Zn ,……………… report by Walter Loveland: 
 
 The experiment has just started to take 9Li data. A first irradiation has taken place at 10*7 
ion/sec.(limited by the source due to a rather poor transmission at the front end at 22Kv 
extraction voltage but neutron levels at the experiment’s faraday cup and MEBT would 
not allow much more intensity anyway). The irradiated Zn target has been extracted , 
activities seen by β,γ counting are “more or less” in line with prediction . Radio-
chemistry processing is underway to extract fusion products. 
After irradiations with 9Li at several energies, it is planned to switch to 11Li. The 
production target yields observed so far indicate that the 11Li intensities will be in the few 
10*3 range at the experiment. 
 
1040:  Magnetism in Manganite thin films ……………………….report by Roger Miller: 
 
11 shifts were scheduled for this experiment but one had to be devoted to yield 
measurements to determine the new high power target operating point. More down time 
was caused by a retuning of the β-NMR beamline triggered by some misunderstanding 
on the high field spectrometer’ status.  A new data taking mode developed specifically to 
address the sparking induced problem seen in the β-NMR spectra, was commissioned and 
seemed to provide a solution which improves the data taking efficiency significantly and 
generates sharper linewidths for the resonances studied. 
A Ga Mn As sample was studied in the high magnetic field spectrometer ( β-NMR). This 
thin film has a magnetic Mn layer on a semi-conductor GaAs substrate. Some evidence of 
the ferromagnetic state of the magnetic layer was collected. Further detail studies of this 
thin film will be done in the upcoming two weeks. 
On the β-NQR leg (low magnetic field spectrometer), a SrTiO3 sample was studied 
searching for evidence a structural phase transition as the sample is cooled down. 
Preliminary data show a progressive disappearance of the resonance signal which would 
be indicative of such a structural change. 
In the next beam period, a Praseodymium based (magnetic) superconductor, produced at 
Sherbrooke University, will be studied with the view of obtaining a map of its magnetic 
vortex distribution. 
  
Discussions about the  possible lack of tune restoration after a yield shift in the β-NMR 
beamline indicated that  a  good diagnostic element sensitive to beam position at the back 
of the polarimeter section independent of the experiment would be desirable. R.Baartman 
asked for development time to assess the reproducibility of the tunes which had been 
expected to be improved with recent upgrades in the operation logging system.  



 
8pi Yield measurements: ……………………. report by Gordon.Ball and Collin.Morton 
 
The goal of these tests was to assess operating conditions that would enhance the ratio of 
38mK to 38g K to improve the measurement of the non-analog branch from the 0+ to 0+ in 
the decay of 38mK. Previously, that ratio was found to be 1:100 for a TiC production 
target but  better in a Ta target and it had not been measured in a High power Ta target. A 
ratio of 1:40 was seen at the expense of the overall yield of 38mK which was measured at 
10*4/sec for 50µamps incident proton beam. 
 A survey of the yields for neutron rich Potassium isotopes was made using the 8Pi 
spectrometer for identification. Yields were obtained for up to 52K at the few ions/sec 
level. 
Gordon noted that the stabilization system, developed by the cyclotron division,  resulted 
in an excellent proton beam stability on target and that together with good support from 
ISAC operation , effective yield measurements at very low level were made possible  
 
TUDA test: 10B(α,p) transfer reactions……………………….reported by Alison Laird: 
 
 As a commissioning experiment for the up coming 18Ne experiment, TUDA was set up 
with 2 LEDA detectors to measure protons from a He gas target bombarded by a 10B 
beam produced by OLIS. The test was a big success and showed that the approach is 
workable, that the energy and angular resolution is adequate. It provided a data set of 
recoil protons from known resonances to tune the analysis procedure and simulation code 
as well as providing energy loss measurements for validation of the SRIM based 
estimates. Techniques for eliminating protons from the 2 µm thick entrance window were 
also tested successfully. 
 
 
Upcoming experiments: 
 
1024 40Ca(α,γ)……………………………………      .report by  Christof Vockenhuber: 
 
Thanks to the effort of the OLIS team, good 40Ca++ beams are available from both the 
microwave and surface hybrid source with good suppression of 40Ar contamination. 
Optimization of the Charge state booster foil /gas pressure combination of the Dragon 
target was achieved and some 400 γ-44Ti ion coincidences were recorded by Dragon for 
the 1138keV/u resonance. The next run should attempt to measure the strength of lower 
energy resonances. This will require again strong support from the OLIS team in the 
absence of Kerthi Jayamana.  



 
Other topics: 
 
EMMA proposal:…………………………………………...report by Barry Davids: 
 
Barry reviewed the updated EMMA proposal and how he is attempting to address the 
concerns of  last year’s Grant selection committee. The collaboration is expanding, the 
financial contribution from TRIUMF will be enhanced and a better case will be made for 
a few showcase experiments to amplify the broad reach of such an instrument. This has to 
be done for Oct 1st. Barry will appreciate any help. 
 
Conference participation:  
ISAC will be represented at DNP05 -joint APS/JPS meeting in Sept, the ICIS-05 
workshop in Caen and the TUDA II workshop in York.  
 
Nuclear Physics town meeting: 
A discussion regarding the presentations at the Nuclear Physics Town meeting (sept9/10) 
followed. It was agreed that a pre-meeting to discuss future long term options for 
TRIUMF will take place on Wednesday Sept 7th  at 15:15. JMP will present some options 
and the Cyclotron and Accelerator divisions will be asked to join in the discussion. 
 
 


